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Abstract— SaaS applications support multi-tenancy and dedicated service environments by providing multiple tenants with user interface for customizing their own service. On the other hand, existing web-based applications do not support multi-tenancy and configurability. Therefore, transforming existing web applications into SaaS applications and serving them to multiple tenants is a great challenge. In this paper, we introduce SaaSpia, the general purpose SaaS Platform supporting multi-tenancy and configurability. We also introduce SaaSpia Integration Tool and SaaSpia Configuration Tool, the SaaSpia platform tools to integrate and customize applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software as a Service(SaaS) is a service delivery model in which service providers provide clients with softwares in the form of services. SaaS applications serve a big amount of clients in a single instance environment(multi-tenancy) and provide a number of clients with dedicated services in which their service requirements are reflected(configurability).

Configurability is an ability to adapt applications without writing new programming code or recompiling applications in order to reflect requirements of tenants. Therefore clients can easily tailor their applications without developer’s help. Multi-tenancy is an architecture that a single instance that is running on a server serves multiple clients. Service providers can reduce resource and management cost by choosing multi-tenancy architecture because multi-tenancy share hardware and software resources.

To accomplish multi-tenancy and configurability, SaaS applications should manage configuration information of tenants as metadata and a SaaS platform should be based on metadata-driven architecture to support these functions. In the metadata-driven architecture, a runtime engine loads the tenant-related metadata and dynamically generates the service when tenant users request a service. This architecture makes it possible to serve tenant-specific services to multiple tenants in the single instance environment.

On the other hand, Existing web applications do not support configurability and multi-tenancy. Therefore in order to transforming web applications into SaaS applications, we should consider many challenges including software architecture.

In this paper, we describe how to integrate web-based applications on the SaaSpia platform, the general purpose SaaS platform. We also present two types of tools, SaaSpia Integration Tool and SaaSpia Configuration Tool that are tools for integrating and customizing applications in the multi-tenant environment.

SaaSpia Integration Tool is an online application development tool which enables application developers to integrate on-demand applications into SaaS platform without considering configurability and multi-tenancy.

Tenants can also customize applications using SaaSpia Configuration Tool. In this paper, we also describe the functionality of the configuration tool to provide clients with configurability such as user interface configuration, business logic configuration, and data schema configuration.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce SaaSpia Platform that is the general purpose SaaS platform developed by ETRI. In section 3, we describe SaaSpia Integration Tool and discuss how to integrate web applications on SaaSpia platform. In section 4, we present SaaSpia Configuration Tool and show how a tenant administrator customizes SaaS applications using SaaSpia configuration Tool. Finally we conclude our paper with future work.

II. SAA SPIA: THE GENERAL PURPOSE SAA S PLATFORM

SaaSpia is a general purpose SaaS Platform that supports multi-tenancy and configurability. Figure 1 shows a concept of SaaSpia platform that supports multi-tenancy. A SaaSpia-based application provides tenants with the common service at the first time. Tenants have their own service requirements and want to reflect these requirements in their service. SaaSpia allows tenants to reflect their service requirements through configuration user interfaces. Each tenant can customize user interface, business logic, and data schema in the configuration environment. SaaSpia platform transforms configuration data of tenants into metadata. Finally, SaaSpia platform runs an application in a single instance and provides multiple tenants with a dedicated service for each tenant.

SaaSpia consists of Configurator, Dynamic Runtime Engine, Metadata Manager, Security Manager, and Platform
Management Tool. The role of each module is as in the following.

**A. Configurator**

Configurator provides tenants with user interface for customizing their service. A tenant administrator can customize user interfaces (web pages), Java-based business logic, and data schema. Web pages are implemented in ExtJS and Configurator supports tree-based user interface model and UI components. When a tenant administrator customizes UI pages and saves them, Configurator disassembles UI pages into UI components and stores page information and UI components into databases.

Configurator also provides a tenant administrator with fixed columns and flexible columns. The tenant administrator cannot modify fixed columns because fixed columns are commonly served to all tenants. To customize data schema, the tenant administrator uses flexible columns. Configurator supports user interface to customize flexible columns as a data schema configuration.

When a tenant administrator adds a new edit box or grid column, a new business logic is also required as well as new UI components. Configurator makes it possible to add a simple business logic by providing UI component properties.

**B. Dynamic Runtime Engine**

Dynamic runtime engine creates a new service dynamically and delivers it to tenant users when tenant users request a service. To compose the service dynamically, runtime engine loads UI components through Metadata Manager and creates UI tree model. The new UI tree model is rendered into an ExtJS-based web page.

After rendering the web page, runtime engine retrieves tenant data. Runtime engine sends tenant SQL statements and receives SQL results from Metadata Manager.

**C. Metadata Manager**

Metadata Manager supports tenant data isolation and data schema configuration. Runtime Engine sends a tenant query statement to Metadata Manager. Metadata Manager interprets the tenant query and translates the tenant query into a target query statement. The target query statement includes tenant identification and flexible columns of the tenant. After retrieving result data, Metadata Manager sends the results to Runtime Engine.

Figure 2 shows the architecture of Metadata Manager. Metadata Manager provides metadata API and tenant data API to support data schema configuration and tenant data isolation.

**D. Security Manager**

SaaSpia supports role-based access control and component-based access control for security.

Each role has accessible URLs and it is assigned to tenant users. Tenant users can have multiple roles. Each UI component has CRUD privileges. Each role can have CRUD privileges of the UI component. If the tenant user has the role that has Create privilege of an edit box, the editor box is activated when the editor box has Create privilege. If the editor box does not have Create privileges, the editor box is inactivated.

Security Manager checks if the request URL is valid when the tenant user requests a service. If the URL is accessible, Security Manager also decides to activate UI components when Runtime Engine are rendering the web page.

**E. Platform Management Tool**

Platform Management Tool is monitoring usage of platform resources by tenants and status of services. Platform Management Tool is run by a platform manager and controls all tenants and services as well as hardware resources.

**III. INTEGRATING SaaS APPLICATIONS**

Existing web applications are based on single tenant architecture. Therefore they do not support multi-tenancy and configurability. SaaSpia makes it possible to transform existing web applications into SaaS applications by providing SaaS Integration Tool.

Figure 3 shows the functionalities of SaaS Integration Tool. To be integrated on SaaSia, user interface of web applications should be implemented using ExtJS, one of the JavaScript Framework. They should be also based on Spring...
framework. ExtJS-based User Interface is transformed into UI metadata and stored into database through SaaSpia Integration Tool.

Integration Tool manages tenant data schema in the form of fixed columns and flexible columns. Fixed columns are data fields that are commonly served to all tenants and flexible columns are data fields that are used to extend tenant data schema for each tenant. Generally application tables do not have flexible columns. Therefore, a service developer should add flexible columns to all application tables. The number of flexible columns is not fixed and it depends on how many flexible columns tenants use.

Business logic is integrated into SaaSpia packages without being transformed if business logic is implemented in Spring framework.

Business logic is integrated into SaaSpia packages without being transformed if business logic is implemented in Spring framework.

Figure 3. Integrating web applications using SaaSpia Integration Tool

IV. CUSTOMIZING TENANT SERVICE

SaaSpia platform provides tenants with configurability through SaaSpia Configuration Tool.

Figure 4 shows user interface of SaaSpia Configuration Tool. SaaSpia Configuration Tool consists of application page(menu) management, data management, access control management. Application page management has application pages and provides tree-based user interfaces. A tenant administrator can customize user interface by UI component unit. Each UI component provides a property window and an administrator can modify UI component properties through the property window. Customized pages are stored into a database in the form of metadata.

Data management provides mapping information between a user interface and a database. Data management includes schema management, code management, and domain management, and script management.

Schema management provides application schema information including fixed columns and flexible columns. A tenant administrator can customize data schema by choosing a flexible column and assigning data type to the flexible column. Each flexible column can be assigned to different data types by each tenant because flexible column configuration is managed in the form of metadata.

Figure 4. SaaSpia Configuration Tool

SaaSpia provides application schema information for schema management. An application schema consists of fixed columns and flexible columns. Fixed columns are table fields that all tenants are commonly using and flexible columns are fields that each tenant is using as dedicated table fields.

To add a table column, tenant administrator chooses a table and adds a flexible field. The flexible field must be defined using domain. Domain can be basic data type, code, or script. The flexible field chosen by the tenant appears in the UI component and tenants can map the flexible field into a UI component.

A. User Interface Customization

User Interface is implemented in ExtJS and is based on tree model that its root node is a page URL. A Tenant administrator can customize user interface by modifying a UI tree. Each UI component that consists of pages has properties such as label, layout, size, script, and so on.

B. Data Schema Customization

SaaSpia provides application schema information for schema management. An application schema consists of fixed columns and flexible columns. Fixed columns are table fields that all tenants are commonly using and flexible columns are fields that each tenant is using as dedicated table fields.

To add a table column, tenant administrator chooses a table and adds a flexible field. The flexible field must be defined using domain. Domain can be basic data type, code, or script. The flexible field chosen by the tenant appears in the UI component and tenants can map the flexible field into a UI component.

C. Business Logic Customization
Business logic is processing values that are retrieved from databases and delivering results. If tenant administrator adds a new UI component such as an editor box or a grid column, the administrator should add new business logic to present a value in the UI component.

Business logic customization can be applied in the JavaScript level and in the java controller level. If business logic that an administrator wishes to add is simple, new business logic can be easily written and added in the JavaScript level by using UI component properties. If more complex business logic is required or a new SQL should be added, an administrator should write a new java controller and store in the databases. The stored business logic is executed by dynamic runtime engine when a tenant requests a service.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduce SaaSpia platform and describe main functions of SaaSpia Integration Tool and Configuration Tool. SaaSpia Integration Tool is used for integrating web applications and SaaSpia Configuration Tool is used for customizing Services. SaaSpia Integration Tool is a tool for service developers and SaaSpia Configuration Tool is a tool for tenant administrators. SaaSpia Integration Tool provides common services to all tenants and SaaSpia Configuration Tool provides the dedicated service to the specific tenant. SaaSpia platform supports SaaS maturity Level 3 and we are developing PaaS(Platform as a Service).
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